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ABSTRACT

Measurements made by the four LEP experiments of electroweak parame-
ters and the strong couphng constant are presented. These are used in an
overaU Standard Model fit and a constraint on the mass of the top quark
is derived.

1. Precision Measurements of Electroweak Parameters

During 1989, 1990 and 1991 the four main experiments at the LEP e+e-
collider (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) have recorded data representing a
total of approximately 1.8 x 106 multihadronic decays of the Z“. These data have
been used to measure many parameters of the electroweak sector of the Standard
Model. The results presented in this review are preliminary and give the status
of the analyses at the time of the 1992 SLAC Summer Institute.

1.1 LEP Beam Energy Calibration

A precise calibration of the LEP beam energy is vital for tde measurement of
the mass, Mz, and width, Fz, of the Z“. During 1991 this was done, for the first
time at LEP, by tie method of resonant spin depolarisation [l!.

When a beam circulates freely in a storage ring it tends to become trans-
versely polarised due to synchrotron radiation. Such transverse polarisation has
been measured during single-beam operation at LEP several times at the level
of 5-16Y0. This can be exploited to calibrate the beam energy by using an os-
cillating magnetic field to induce a resonant depolarisation. The frequency of
the magnetic field is scanned and depolarisation occurs when it matches the spin
precession:frequency of the circulating electrons.
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The beam energy, EB is given by: 1.2 Z“ Line Shapes

EB = +V=
ae

where me is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, a= is the precisely measured
gyromagnetic anomaly of the electron and v= is the number of spin precession
made by the electrons during each revolution of the LEP ring. The resonant
frequency of the magnetic field measures the non-integer part of 1,=.

This has been used to determine the centre-of-mass energy, A, to a precision
of +1 MeV at the time of measurement. So far this calibration has been made
only under special conditions during periods of machine development. Larger
uncertainties arise in the derivation of ~ during LEP fills used for physics, due
to instabilities. ,

Tidal variations caused by the moon and the sun lead to distortions of the
earth’s crust repulting in minor variations of the dimensions of the LEP ring.
This results in a scatter in the results for & deduced from four separate polari-
sation runs. In principle this effect can be corrected for when it hm been better
understood. For the moment it leads to a systematic uncertainty of +3.7 MeV
in &.

Measurements of magnets under laboratory conditions and in the LEP tunnel
have shown that, due to their method of construction, the magnetic field, and
hence the beam energy, depends on the temperature. The variation of tempera-
ture during LEP operation leads to a +3 MeV uncertainty on +.

Direct measurements of tbe flux in the LEP magnets are made at regular
intervals. These show an additional drift with time which cannot be accounted
for by other effects and contributes +2 MeV to the error on W.

It ha recently been discovered that + at the L3 and OPAL interaction
points is about 15 MeV higher than that at ALEPH and DELPHI. This is due to
a longitudinal misalignment of tbe RF cavities which are positioned on each side of
L3 and OPAL. After correction, there remains a +1 MeV uncertainty in W due
to this.

Combining these and some smaller effects leads to an expected systematic
error bf +7 MeV on Mz from the 1991 LEP data [2].

This 1991 Mz measurement wm not available at the time of the conference
and so the published value [3] based on 1990 LEP data has been used in this
review: M~W = 91.175+ 0.021 GeV.

The cross sections, u a function of + around Mz, have been measured for
e+e– + hadrons, e+e-, p+p-, ~+7- [4]. The cross sections are given by:

N–NB
g=—

e JC dt

where N is the number of events selected, N~ is the number of background events,
c is the efficiency and JL dt is the integrated luminosity, meazured by counting
low angle Bhabha scattering events. These measurements benefit from the small
statistical errors resulting from the large LEP data samples, but require cor-
respondingly small systematic errors. The background component is typically
0(0.1%) for hadrons, e+e- and p+p- and 0(1%) for ~+~-. The uncertainty
from the luminosity is less than 1%, with a component of 0.3% from theory.

1.3 Forward-Backward Charge Asymmetries

The forward-backward charge asymmetry, AFB, has been me~ured as a func-
tion of W for e+e- + e+e-, p+p-, ~+~- [4]. This is defined by:

NF – NB
AFB = —

N~ + N~

where NF is tbe number of forward events (O” < e < 90°) and NB is the number
of backward events (90° < e < 1800). The polar angle, 0, is between the p+ and
e+ directions. In practice, AFB is usually derived from a fit to the differential
cross section, dufd cos e.

At present, the systematic errors, from charge and angle memurement, are
much smaller than the statistical errors (0( lYo) for each channel for each experi-
ment).

1.4 Fitting the Data

Within the Standard Model, the differential cross section for e+e- + 1+1- can
be written M the Improved Born Approximation (IBA) [5]:

2s A(e+e- + 1+1-) =
=.dcose

(+)2(1 +Cosze)

+4Re
{

*x(s) [~j:(l + COS’ e) + 2&j~ Cose] }

+161x(s)]’ [(R2 +~2)(jj2 +j:’)(1 + COS20)+ 8~~j:j: cose]
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where
GFM~ s

x(s) = —
8.afi . s – M; + isrz/Mz

GF is the Fermi coupling constant, a is the fine structure constant and Aa is the
QED vacuum polarisation correction.

In the IBA the effects of higher order corrections are largely absorbed into
the definitions of j: and j;, the effective axial and vector couplings at the Z“l+l-
vertex. These are functions of a, G~, Mz and also, due to vacuum polarisation
and vertex corrections, of the top quark mass, mt, and the Higgs mass, ~“. With
these definitions the simple “Born level” dependence of the total cross section,

aTOT, and AFB on the couplings is recovered.

The ~hree lines of the IBA as written above correspond to a ~-exchange term,
which is small for V near to Mz; a Z“-~ interference term and a Z“ exchange term.
The interference term has a symmetric component, proportional to 1 + COS20,
which gives a small contribution to O~oT away from the ZO peak, and an anti-
symmetric component, proportional to cos 0, which controls the @ dependence
of A~~. The ZOexchange term has a symmetric component, which leads to the ZO
line shape, and an antisymmetric component, which gives the forward-backward
asymmetry on the Z“ peak.

At A = Mz, the total cross section:

where r,, an d rl+l- are the partial decay widths of the Z“ to e+e- and 1+1-
respectively, and the forward-backward asymmetry:

A~B(fi = Mz) m ~:39:ii

(~:z + ~:’)(~i’ + j+’) .

These depend on both initial and final state couplings.

There are additional corrections to the IBA. Photonic corrections, due to
initial and final state radiation, have a large effect, but are well understood.
QCD corrections, due to the emission of gluons from quarks in the final state,
lead to a correction of 0(1 + as/rr) to the ratio, Rz, of hadronic to leptonic cross
sections. For ete– - e+e– there are t-channel contributions producing a peak
in the forward direction. There are also higher order corrections from vacuum
polarisation, vertex correction and box diagrams. These are largely absorbed into
the definitions of the effective couplings but they do lead to the sensitivity of the
measurements to “virtual physics” effects, such as mt and ~~.

All of these contributions are included in the Standard Model fitting programs
used by the LEP collaborations to fit their line shape and forward-backward asym-

1 metry data [6], An example is presented in Figs. 1-2 from the L3 Collaboration,

Figure 1 shows the lepton pair cross sections and Fig. 2 the forward-backward asym-
metries, for 1990 and 1991 data. The curves are the result of a single Standard
Model fit to all of these data with five free parameters: Mz, rz, rhad, g: and g:.
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Figure 1: Lepton pair cross sections measured by the 1,3 Collaboration from
1990 (triangles) and 1991 (circles) data. The t-channel contribution has been
subtracted from the e+e– ~ e+e– data. The curve is the result of a five parameter
Standard Model fit to these and the lepton pair forward-backward asymmetry
data.
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1.5 Combining LEP Data
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Figure 2: Lepton pair forward-backward charge ~ymmetries measured by the
L3 Collaboration from 1990 (triangles) and 1991 (circles) data. The t-channel
contribution h~ been subtracted from the e+e- 4 e+e- data. Tbe curve is the
result of a five parameter Standard Model fit to these and the lepton pair cross
section data.

The four LEP collaborations have used technically different fitting procedures
and extracted different sets of electroweak parameters from their data In refer-
ence [3] the effects of these differences on results from combined LEP data were
studied. It was concluded that, at the present level of precision, these differ-
ences are unimportant and a simple averaging procedure is adequate, provided
correlations are taken into account.

The LEP measurements and a combined LEP average result are shown in
Figs. 3-15 for several electroweak parameters. As an illustration, Fig. 3 shows
the total width of the Z“, rz. First the four individual LEP measurements are
given. The errors are those quoted by the collaborations, but with the comp~
nent which is correlated between the four collaborations subtracted off. For rz
this is estimated to be 5 MeV and comes from the point-t~point LEP beam
energy uncertainty. A simple combined LEP average, without the correlated
error, is shown below, together with a chi-squared per degree-of-freedom value
to indicate the consistency of the input measurements. Below this is the final
LEP average result after adding back on the correlated component of the er-
ror. At the bottom is shown the Standard Model prediction for rz. This is not
absolute, since it depends on parameters as, mt and MH. The plot shows the
variation with mt and the shaded bands indicate the variation over the ranges
0.11 s crs <0.13 and 50 ~ ~H ~ 1000 GeV. (The combined LEP 95~o confidence
level lower bound from direct searches for the minimal Standard Model Higgs
particle is MH >59 GeV [7].) These predictions have been calculated using the
ZFITTER program [6].

FiWre 3 shows that rz has a substantial mt dependence. However, it also has
a significant as and MH dependence, so that the LEP measurement of rz is still
consistent with quite a wide range of mt.

The LEP measurements of the charged leptonic partial decay widths of tbe
Z“ are shown Figs. 4-6. The electronic width has the smallest error since it enters
through the initial state in all e+e– A Z“ - f~ events. The correlated component
of the systematic error is 0.25% arising partly from the common error on rz and
partly from the theoretical part of the error in the luminosity determination. Since
the individual leptonic widths are consistent with one another, lepton universality
can be assumed leading to a more precise value for rl+l-, = shown in Fig. 7. The
mt dependence of the Standard Model prediction for rl+l- is large, whereas the
MH dependence is quite small and it is independent of OS. Hence, the LEP
measurement of rl+l- places a strong constraint on mt and is largely responsible
for the range of m, which emerges from the overall Standard Model fit which will
be presented in Section 3.

The partial decay width of the Z“ to multihadronic final states, rhd (Fig. 8),

favours somewhat higher mt values, but has a large aS dependence. In a fit in
which both mt and as are allowed to vary, lower m, values can be compensated
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by higher aS values. Hence the cross section data lead to as > 0.12, the value
measured from QCD studies (see Section 2) and used for the Standard Model
predictions. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 9 which shows the effective cross
section for e+e– + hadrons at W = Mz, after unfolding initial-state radiation:

~ole_ 12T ri+l-rhad .
‘had = ~ . r~

Since rl+l- is independent of cr~, and rh~ and rz both increase with increasing
as, u~j~ decreases with increasing as. The Standard Model prediction is almost
independent of mt and ~H, so that u~~$ can be interpreted as a direct mea-
surement of as. The combined LEP average lies slightly below the prediction,
again indicating that the data favour a hi her value of as. There is a correlated

Y . .component of the systematic error on u~~d’arlslng from the theoretical error in
the luminosity determination. By taking the ratio Rz = r~a*/rl+l- (Fig. 10) the
luminosity measurement cancels out.

The Z“ partial width to invisible final states, rim, = rz – rhad – 3rl+l-, can
also be deduced from the data. It is useful to express this as the ratio:

rz [GeVl

ALEPH

2.501+0.012 4

DELPHI
2.492+0.012 +

;3502+0.010

OPAL
2.492 *O.O1O *

LEP (no comm. syst.)
2.497+0.005 A

rinv-4 127RZ— —–RZ–3
r,+,- = M;agjf

f/DOF=0.3

(Fig. 11) for which many systematic cancel out. Within the Standard Model
ri.v comes only from ZO decays to neutrinos, and r“u/rl+l- = 1.993 + 0.004,
where the error comes from the variation of the top quark mass over the range
90< m~ <200 GeV. Hence, the combined LEP average measurement leads to an
effective number of light neutrino species:

~ = ri”v/r,+,- = 3,04* 004
u rvv/rl+l-

The data are consistent with the Standard Model with three generations and no
additional contributions to the invisible width.

The results can also be expressed in terms of the effective axial and vector

couPlings. Since rl+l– w j~z + j~z, and for charged leptons j~z is verY small, then
j~z is almost completely determined by rl+l- (Fig. 12). Having fixed j~z from the
lepton pair cross section measurements, j~z “1s determined by AFB measured at
the ZOpeak (Fig. 13):

-Mz,.(&)2%(g)2A~~(fi –

This is another important constraint on mt) since the prediction is independent
of as.

5 MeV from 10 MeV LEP ptp energy j

LEP (incl. comm. syst.)

2.497+0.007 &::4

❑ 0.11 Sa, SO.13

❑ 50 S mH[PeW S 1000

300

100

44 2.48 2.52

Figure 3: LEP me~urements of rz, the total decay width of the Z“. See text for
details.
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r, [MeVl
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84.5+ 1,2
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r,ept[MeVl
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83,40*0.45

OPAL
83,16+0.51 ~

LEP (no comm. syst.)
83.43 k0,24

f/DOF=l.l

+0.25% (Iumi theory, rz)
LEP (incl. comm. syst.)

83.43*0,32 r

❑ 50 S m“ [GeW S 1000

1 I J
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I . [MeVl

Figure 6: LEP measurements of rrr, the pmtial decay width of the Z“ to r+r-,
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Figure 7: LEP measurements of r]+]-, the partial decay width of the Z“ to 1+1-,
assuming lepton universality.
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Figure 8: I,EI’ measurements of rh~, the partial decay width of the Z“ to multi-
hadronic final states.
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Figure 9: I,EP me~urements of a~~, the peak cross section for e+e- A hadrons
after unfolding initial-state radiation.
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9:

ALEPH

0.2515+0.0015

DELPHI
0.2487+0.0016

:32490*0.001 6

~PAL
0.2499*0.0016

LEP (no comm. syst.)
0.2498+0.0008

~/D0F=0,7

+0.25% (Iumi theov, Tz)
LEP (incl. comm. syst.)
0.2498+0,0010
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100

t
50L.

0.248
~a

9“2

ALEPH

0.00140+0.00040

DELPHI
0.001 10+0.00060 ~

k300210+0.00060 :~

OPAL
0.00069+0.00043 ~1

LEP (no comm. syst.)
0.001 24+0.00024

~/DOF=l.3

none
LEP (incl. comm. syst.)

0.001 24*0.00024

❑ o.11

❑ 50s

~a,~o.13

mw[GeW S 1000

1 1

0.252 0.256

300
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Figure 12: LEP measurements of j~2, the square of the effective axial coupling of
the Z“ to l+l-.
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Figure 13: LEP measurements of j\2, the square of the effective vector coupling
of the Z“ to ItI-.
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PT

ALEPH
–0.138+0.031 +

DELPHI
–0.235+0.074 ~1

L3
–0.139+0.034

OPAL
–0.065+0.063

LEP (no comm. syst.)
–0,138~0,021

none
LEP (incl. comm. syst.)

–0.138+0,021

~ 200
❑ O.ll<a, SO.13 ~

150“[

❑ oll

❑ 505

I 150’’’” 1 ,, F
–0,3 –o,? –0.1 o

Figure 14: LEP measurements of P,, the ~ polarisation asymmetry.

A bb
FB

ALEPH
0.083 ~0.018

DELPHI
0.126+0.031

~3087A0.016

OPAL
0.099*0.021

LEP (no comm, syst. )
O.O93*O.O1O —

#/DOF=0,6

model, bckgr, BR, mixing ~
LEP (incl. comm. syst.) ~

0.093+0.01 1 4
,,’

mH [,GeV]S 1000

Figure 15: .LEP measurements of A~~, the forward-backward charge asymmetry,
at V = Mz, for ete– ~ bb, after correction for BOBo mixing.
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1.6 Tau Polarisation Asymmetry

Due to parity violation in the weak interaction, the tau leptons produced in
e+e- ~ ~+T- near @ = Mz are longitudinally polarised. This can be memured
by using the tau decay products u a polarimeter. Tau decays to e, p, Z, K, p
and al have all been used by the LEP collaborations. For example,’ in r ~ ~~
decays, the angular distribution of tbe pions is given by:

1 dN
–.. —=;(l+P, COSO) .
N dcos O

The angle O is in the ~ rest frame. Th]s can be derived from the energy of the
pion in the laboratory frame, E=:

f cos O = 2E*fEB – 1 – (m fi/m,)2 .

1 – (m=/m,)2

The tau polarisa~ion asymmetry, P?, is defined in terms of the cross sections for
production of right-handed, uR, and left-handed, UL, tau leptons:

UR—UL
P,=—

OR + ~L

and in the Standard Model, =suming V-A couplings, it is given by:

This depends only on the final-state couplings of the Z“ to the r. Hence, com-
bining the memurement of P, with that of A~~ and rl+l- gives a test of lepton
universality and determines the sign of j~/jj. An example from the ALEPH col-
laboration is shown in Fig. 16 and the combined LEP measurements are presented
in Fig. 14 [8].

-0.49

-0.495

n
‘m
z -0.5

6

-0.505
L

t

ALEPH 1991

.. ---- - 68Z C.L. Assuming Lepton Universality

— 68Z C.L. No Lepton Universality

)b
Mm

‘, o

J

‘. ,,
..-. e“e-

\
250 GeV

P+P-

Figure 16: Determinations of j~ and j: by the ALEPH Collaboration using the
lepton pair forward-backward symmetries and the ~ polarisation asymmetry
measured from 1991 data. The solid contours show e+e-, P+p - and ~+~- COU-

plings separately. The dashed contour shows the 1+1- couplings, after ~suming
lepton universality. The line shows the prediction of the Standard Model for
various choices of m~.
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1.7 Forward-Backward Asymmetry in e+e- + bb

This is in principle a very sensitive test of the Standard Model, because,
compared to AFB for lepton pairs, AF~ for bb pairs is large at V = Mz. Ex-
perimentally it is much more difficult to me~ure, since the bb events have to
be separated from the general multihadronic background and the charge of the
primary quark or antiquark has to be determined.

High momentum electrons and muons from semileptonic b decays are usually
used to tag the b~ events and measure the charge, with cos e coming from the
thrust axis. A fit hm to be performed to the bb, cc and background components
in the sample and uncertainties arise from the asymmetry of the cc events and
the modelling of heavy quark decays, for example.

Having obtained a value for the observed A~~, a correction has to be made
for the effects of B“~-mixing in order to recover A~~ at the parton level, which
is what is needed to compare with the theoretical prediction.

A:; = A~~(observed)

1 – 2~B

where XB is the B“~ mixing parameter which has been measured at LEP using
events with two semileptonic b decays.

The measurements of A~~, as reported by the four LEP collaborations [9], are
shown in Fig. 15. In this case the combined LEP result is not a simple average
due to the complication of the B“Bo mixing correction. Since each collaboration
has used a different value of XB to correct their own result, then the observed
A~~ values, before correction for B“@ mixing, must be combined to get the LEP
average. This is then corrected using a recently reported LEP average value of

XB = 0128 ~ 0.011 [10] in order to give the final LEP result for A~~.

1.8 Average Forward-Backward Asymmetry in e+e- + Hadrons

At the parton level, all e+e- ~ qq channels should have a forward-backward
charge asymmetry:

After fragmentation, hadronisation and decays the experiments observe jets, not
partons, in the detectors. However, some information on the charge of the original
parton can be recovered from the charges of the highest momentum tracks in a
jet. This method relies on a comparison between data and Monte Carlo prediction
and is sensitive to the details of the modelling of fragmentation, decays, etc., used
inside the Monte Carlo generator. By using different Monte Carlo programs and
different model parameter values an estimate of the systematic uncertainty can
be made. It is the dominant error.

Within the Standard Model the couplings, and hence A~~, of the up-type and
down-type quarks are expected to be different. Hence, the value of A~~ measured
from all multihadronic events depends also on the relative production rates of the
different quark flavours. The result h= to be interpreted by comparison with the
prediction of a program such as ZFITTER [6], and is normally expressed in terms
of an “effective weak mixing angle, “ averaged over quark flavours:

1

()
* l–g .sinz~w w –

9,

The LEP results [11] are given in Table 1 together with a LEP average which has
been evaluated on the assumption that all fragmentation and theoretical errors
are completely correlated between the different experiments.

Experiment

ALEPH sin’ew (M;)
DELPHI sinze~
OPAL sin2e$

LEP sinzew(~~)

sin2Zw

0.2300 t 0.0034 (stat.) ~ 0.00 IO(syst. ) ~ 0.0038 (th. )
0.2345 + 0.0030 (exp.) + 0.0027 (frag.)

0.2321 t 0.0017 (exp.) t 0.0027 (frag.) ~ 0.0009(B mix.)

0.2324 f 0.0012 (exp.) + 0.0031 (frag.) I

Table 1: Results for the effective weak mixing angle from the measurement of
the qq forward-backward asymmetry. The definitions for sinzew(~~) and sinz~~
differ slightly by the treatment of weak vertex corrections,

I

t

t,
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2. Tests of QCD at LEP

Quantum chromodynamics, the SU(3) sector of the Standard Model, has not
been so precisely tested as the electroweak SU(2) x U( 1) sector. In general, at
LEP, QCD tests are limited by the theoretical systematic error, rat~er than by
statistics.

Many features of QCD have been studied at LEP, including the flavour inde-
pendence of OS, evidence for gluon self-coupling, the gluon spin, quark-gluon jet
differences and evidence for soft gluon coherence from particle spectra and the
string effect.

In this review, only the determination of aS(~z) and the consistency between
different methods will be described. The data are taken frofi a recent report by
S. Bethkc and J.E. Pilcher [12] which should be consulted for the original sources.

2.1 Consistency of as(Mz) Determinations

At LEP, aS(Mz) has been determined separately from the distributions of
many different observable in multihadronic events, for example, various event
shape parameters, jet m~ses, production rates of multijet events and correlations
in energy or angle between particles in events.

For each of these observable a QCD calculation exists for the predicted dis-
tribution, up to O(a~) in perturbation theory:

1 do
( )(

as(P) 2*A(X) + ~— A(X)2rr@olrr (p’/s) + B(X))
~.dX– 2X

where O. is tbe lowest order cross section for e+e- A hadrons, PO = 11 — ~ ~r,

Nf is the effective number of quark flavours (Nr = 5 at A = ~z) and A(X)

and B(X) are functions of the observable under study, X. The strong coupling
constant, as(I~), is a function of the renormalisation factor, p, which would be
arbitrary if as could be calculated exactly. In a perturbative expansion up to
O(a~) the result still has a p-dependence, due to the missing higher order terms.
The so-called “natural scale” is pz = s, but values of pz much less than s are
thought to minimise the effects of the unknown higher order contributions. The
choice of p leads to a scale uncertainty in as.

The experimental statistical and systematic errors on as measurements at
LEP arc generally small (Acrs = 0( 10-3)) and cannot account for the spread of
as values determined by di~erent methods. For example, the as determinations
of the OPAL Collaboration are shown in Fig. 17 [13].

The theoretical errors dominate. The hadronisation uncertainty, arising from
the rr{)n-perturbative part of QCD, can be estimated by using different fragmen-

tation models and parameters in the Monte Carlo programs used to compare with
the data, giving A as = 0(10-3)-0(10-2) depending on the observable.

Tbe scale uncertainty has to be estimated by varying ZP = p/@ over some
reasonable range. Different choices have been made by the different LEP collab-
orations in the presentation of their data, for example, mb/~ < ZP < 1 (mb is

the bottom quark mass) or ~ < XP <1. The resulting errors are Aas = 0(10-2),
but the actual value can vary by a factor of two depending on the method used
to estimate it. The choice of Zfl to use for the central value of as quoted is also
somewhat arbitrary. When comparing results from different experiments they
must first be adjusted so that they all conform to the same choice.

For the results given in this review the following method has been used.
Firstly,, an optimum value of ~, = oPt(zP) is found which gives the best fit

between the theoretical prediction and the experimentally measured distribution,
i.e., that value of xy which minimises the X2. TO estimate the scale error on as,
XP is allowed to vary over the range opt(z~) < X~ < 1 and the mean value of as
for ZP within this range is quoted as the central value.

Figure 18 shows the OPAL as values again after the theoretical uncertainties
have been included. There is now good agreement. The errors on the different
values are highly correlated, being dominated by the scale uncertainty. Figure 19
shows the aS values determined by all LEP collaborations from different distribu-
tions, after having been adjusted to use the same definition of the scale uncertainty
as described above. They are all consistent with one another, and a LEP average
of aS(Mz) = 0.120 y 0.006 has been derived. This consistency between crs(~z)

values determined from completely different distributions is a good verification
of QCD.

In Fig. 20 are shown as measurements from many different types of experi-
ments at energy scales ranging from the tau lepton mass up to the Z“ mass. There
is now good evidence for the running of crs as predicted by QCD.
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Figure 17: Compilation of measurements by the OPAL Collaboration of as (Mz),
for p = ~z. See reference [13] for details of the different methods used. The errors
shown are the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties only. The
discrepancies can be explained by including estimates of the theoretical systematic
errors, see Fig. 18.
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0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

Figure 18: Compilation of final results for as(~z) from the OPAL Collabora-
tion [13]. These are the same measurements as shown in Fig. 17, but after ac-
counting for the theoretical errors. The different methods now give consistent
results. t
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3. Overall Fit to LEP Data

i

I

I

I

In Section 1 it has been shown that, for all individual electroweak parameters
measured, there is good agreement between the LEP experiments and consistency
with the Standard Model. In this section, the combined dataset of electroweak
measurements from LEP, along with some high-precision data from non-LEP
experiments, is used to test the Standard Model and constrain its unknown pa-
rameters.

Fits have been performed using the ZFITTER program [6], with ~z, m~, MH
and as as free parameters, the input data are listed in Table 2. The values of
mt and as resulting from the fits are given in Table 3. In each case, the central
value and first error results from a fit with MH constrained to be 300 GeV, and
the second error indicates the variation of the central value for MH = 50 GeV
and MH = 1000 GeV.

In the first fit, only the LEP line shape and leptonic forward-backward asym-
metry data are used. In the second fit, also the other LEP asymmetries are
included: P., A~~ and A$~. For the third fit, Mw measurements from pp col-
liders (Mw/Mz from the UA2 Collaboration [14] and Mw from the CDF Col-
laboration [15]) and sinzow from neutrino-nucleon scattering experiments (the
CHARM and CDHS Collaborations [16]) are added to further constrain the Stan-
dard Model.

The as(Mz) values from these fits are always somewhat larger than the value
given in Section 2, which was derived from QCD studies. This is investigated
in the fourth fit in which an additional constraint of as = 0.120 + 0.006 [12] is
included. This results in a slightly increased value for mt, but still gives a good
fit to the data. Hence, at the present level of precision, the larger value of as
indicated by a~~$ is not a significant discrepancy.

Measurement Result

a) ~

line shape and
lepton asymmetries:
Mz 91.175 + 0.021 GeV
rz 2.497 + 0.007 GeV

ff::: 41.13 + 0.20 nb

~:z 0.2498 + 0.0010

~t 2 0.00124 + 0.00024
+ LEP correlation matrix

~-polarisation:
P, –0.138 + 0.021

bb-asymmetry:
A;: 0.097 + 0.011

q~-asymmetry:
sin20w(M~) from A$~ 0.2324 + 0.0033

b) pp and VN

Mw /Mz 0.8813 + 0.0036 + 0.0019
Mw 79.91 + 0.39 GeV
sin2~w(vN) 0.2300 + 0.0064 J

1
Table 2: Precision measurements of Standard Model parameters included in the
overall fit. Section a) combined LEP results from this review. Section b) results
from hadron colliders and vN-scattering.
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line shape + A& 1362:; 2;; 

+P,+A;S;+Ag 149::; ‘;; 

b) LEP all + 

UA2, CDF + 

CHARM, CDHS 

LEP +I& 

+ sin*Bw(r/N) 

4%) x’/NDOF 

3.145 + 0.011 f 0.002 1.6/(5 - 3) 

0.142 + 0.011+“~oo2 0.001 2.2/(8 - 3) 

3.126 zt 0.005 f 0.000 6.8/(12 - 3) 

Table 3: Results of top mass fits to data from LEP, UA2, CDF, CHARM 

and CDHS Collaborations. The central value and the first error refer to 

Mn = 300 GeV. The second error gives the variation of the central value for 

Higgs mass values spanning the interval 50 < Mn < 1000 GeV. The value of crs 

has not been constrained in these fits. Section a) summarises limits derived from 

LEP data alone. Section b) includes all LEP observables, MW from UA2 and 

CDF and sin’& from the UN-scattering experiments CHARM and CDHS. In 

Section c) the fit including all data has been repeated constraining the value of 

as to as = 0.120 f 0.006. 

4. Summary 

The LEP data have allowed some precise tests of the Standard Model. There 

is good agreement between the four experiments and theory for all electroweak 

and QCD parameters studied. In an overall fit, the data are consistent with a 

radiatively corrected Standard Model and indicate an approximate range for the 

top quark mass of mt x 145 i 20 * 20(Mn) GeV. 
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